
Rationale for 3-sector Community Planning and Collaboration 

Communities are living organisms. Like the human body, they are made up of highly interactive and 
interdependent subsystems1, each of which must function well for the whole to thrive. Like every living 
thing, communities are engaged in a competitive struggle of survival of the fittest, while at the same 
time being interdependent with other communities in their region for their ability to thrive long-term. 
There is no single authority that has oversight and control of all of these community systems. 

This is the foundational principal for why thriving communities must foster voluntary 3-sector (business, 
government and non-profit) planning and collaboration that is integrated with 2-way interactive 
communication with its residents.  

“Natural regions” are defined by studying the day-to-day interactions among organizations that support 
a community’s subsystems.  Natural regions, typically with one million-plus population, are the smallest 
units of community that have the talent, resources and amenities to compete in the global marketplace. 
Every region has natural strengths based on its geographic position, social and economic heritage. No 
region or community can be all things to all people. One’s ability to compete comes from having special 
strengths that deliver superior competitive value versus other communities. To have great strengths, 
one must focus one’s time (effort) and resources, which takes focus away from something else, leaving 
relative weaknesses.  

Leaders of natural regions must understand the Prosperity Cycle2 and think strategically about their 
community’s competitive strengths and how they deliver superior value to beneficiaries outside the 
region, which generates additional cash inflows to the region that are required to fuel additional 
economic growth and enhance quality of life, which enables the region to attract talent. Talent attracts 
investment capital and is essential to the productive performance of government and non-profit 
organizations as well as businesses.  

“Natural Communities” are determined by studying the interactions among the local community’s 
subsystem organizations. In Michigan, where we have small-box governments, the natural community 
will typically involve multiple government jurisdictions. Leaders of “natural communities” must 
understand the Prosperity Cycle2 and think strategically about their community’s strengths and how 
they contribute to the strengths and value-drivers of the region. When this is done well, new cash 
resources flow to the local community which enables them to further drive local economic growth and 
enhance quality of life.  

Planning and collaboration among natural communities should be thoughtfully integrated with planning 
and collaboration of the natural region.  

 
1 Examples of community sub-systems: economic (composed of different industries), multimodal transportation, utilities and 
infrastructure, education, health and human services, natural environment, parks and recreation, arts and culture. 
2 Prosperity Cycle: For-profit businesses are the economic foundations of communities. As they grow, they generate profits, 
personal incomes, tax revenues and philanthropic resources, some of which flow through to government and non-profits to 
enhance quality of life. Career opportunities and quality of life attracts talent. When each sector performs its role in an 
effective and efficient manner relative to other communities, the community grows and thrives. When businesses cease to be 
competitive, resources flowing to government and non-profits decline. When governments or non-profit organizations fail to 
deploy talent in resources productively relative to other communities, it negatively impacts the overall community’s ability to 
thrive.  


